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Intersection Management Protocol for Mixed
Autonomous and Human-Operated Vehicles

Aaron Parks-Young and Guni Sharon

Abstract— This paper presents a novel embedding protocol
that allows for safe and efficient operation of the Hybrid
Autonomous Intersection Management (H-AIM) protocol con-
currently with actuated and adaptive signal controllers. The
proposed protocol extends H-AIM to allow it to cope with
some operational uncertainty that is common in actuated signal
controllers. A novel approach for computing safety bounds on
signal timing is presented as a way of insuring safety in the face
of demand uncertainty. Experimental results show the feasibility
and effectiveness of combining H-AIM with actuated controllers
for various levels of connected and autonomous vehicle (CAV)
market penetration and different combinations of common signal
control schemes, namely, adaptive signal timing, fixed signal
timing, and signal actuation. The benefits are presented in terms
of delay improvement when common actuation protocols are used
in conjunction with the H-AIM protocol. In contrast to previous
reports, the results presented in this paper suggest that mixtures
of turning movement assignments that are more permissive
for CAVs and less permissive for human operated vehicles are
often detrimental in terms of traffic delay. Nonetheless, when
implemented on top of an actuated and adaptive controller, the
extended H-AIM protocol is shown to never be detrimental while
presenting statistically significant reductions in total delay when
more than 15% of the traffic is composed of CAVs.

Index Terms— Autonomous systems, road traffic control,
human in the loop.

I. INTRODUCTION

AUTONOMOUS driving capabilities are becoming
increasingly common in vehicles. Such capabilities

present opportunities for developing safer, cleaner, and
more efficient road networks. Looking towards a future
when most vehicles are autonomous and connected,
researchers are developing reservation-based intersection
management protocols [1], [5], [6]. By relying on the
fine and accurate control of connected and autonomous
vehicles (CAVs) along with their communication capabilities,
intersection management protocols coordinate multiple
vehicles simultaneously across an intersection. Such protocols
have been shown to lead to significant reductions in traffic
delay when compared to traditional traffic signals. When
assuming 100% of the vehicles are CAVs the seminal
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autonomous intersection management protocol (AIM) [6] was
shown to reduce the delay imposed on vehicles by an order
of magnitude compared to traffic signals [7]. On the other
hand, AIM was shown to be not better than traffic signals
when more than 10% of the vehicles are human operated
vehicles (HVs). Similarly, the efficiency of most previously
suggested intersection management protocols rely on traffic
being mainly composed of CAVs.

Experts speculate that 90% CAV penetration will not occur
any time before 2045 [3] deeming many previous protocols to
be not relevant in the near future. To this end, [17] extended
the AIM protocol and presented Hybrid-AIM (H-AIM) that is
suitable for early stages of the transition period. Unlike AIM,
H-AIM assumes the capability to sense approaching vehicles
which allows the protocol to identify approaching HVs and
assign safe reservations to CAVs accordingly. In order to
foresee lanes that are potentially occupied by HVs, H-AIM
assumes a fixed time signal controller. Such an assumption
is not reasonable as many busy intersections are utilizing
more advanced actuated and adaptive controllers. This article
aims to close this applicability gap and reconcile H-AIM with
common advanced signal controllers. This article presents a
novel approach for computing time bounds on phase dura-
tions. The presented approach is useful for designating and
approving safe reservation requests allowing for safe and
efficient intersection management. The main contributions of
this article are:

1) Extending the H-AIM protocol to be compatible with
commonly deployed actuated traffic signal controllers.
The proposed extended H-AIM protocol enables relax-
ation of some assumptions made by the original H-AIM
protocol. Specifically, the extended protocol is shown to
be compatible with:
• Actuated signal control: A common traffic signal

control policy where the amount of time which
signals remain green may be extended as vehicles
arrive at a green signal, up to predetermined maxi-
mums.

• Adaptive signal control: Similar to actuated con-
trol, but where the time for signals to remain green
is determined both by actuation events caused by
vehicles and by recent traffic load at the intersection.

2) Introduction of a publicly available intersection man-
agement simulation system along with benchmark traffic
scenarios that are based on real-world intersections along
with real-world traffic demand.
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3) Demonstrating the performance of H-AIM and extended
H-AIM in a computer-based simulation. The perfor-
mance results are analyzed with respect to various
turning action profiles (mapping of incoming lanes to
possible outgoing ones), traffic signal control strategies
(actuated, adaptive, fixed), and CAV market penetration
rates.

4) Introducing a general guideline for selection of turning
action profiles for extended H-AIM, based on observed
experimental trends and analysis.

II. BACKGROUND

Previous work discussed the potential of connected and
autonomous vehicles (CAVs) to communicate with an inter-
section manager (IM) and/or each other as a way to coordinate
movement through- and greatly improve efficiency at- intersec-
tions which service CAVs [4]–[6], [20]. Coordination of CAV
movement through the intersection is commonly considered
from a centralized perspective [15], [16] although decentral-
ized coordination was also examined [13]. Such previous
work usually builds on the seminal autonomous intersection
management (AIM) protocol [6].

The AIM protocol is a centralized reservation-based proto-
col. CAVs wishing to traverse the intersection call ahead to
an IM with information including arrival time, arrival lane,
arrival velocity, vehicle size, vehicle acceleration profile, and
destination. The IM then evaluates the reservation request.
If the reservation request conflicts with another already exist-
ing reservation or is otherwise deemed to be unsafe it will be
rejected, else, it may be approved. Vehicles may not enter the
intersection if they do not hold a reservation or are unable to
follow their previously approved reservation, but may continue
to submit subsequent reservation requests.

The AIM protocol was later extended to allow consideration
of human driven vehicles (HVs) with no communication
capabilities. The resulting, protocol H-AIM [17], requires
the introduction of some restrictions on both CAVs and
HVs which wish to traverse an intersection. Specifically, the
conditions for which a CAV’s reservation request may be
rejected are widened and HVs may not change lanes within a
certain distance of the intersection. HVs are assumed to follow
common traffic rules and are guided by visual (traditional)
traffic signals. Autonomous vehicles are still required to make
reservations to cross the intersection, but reservations will not
be approved where they could potentially conflict with paths
of HVs (assuming all HVs follow applicable traffic laws).
Upstream sensors (such as cameras or loop detectors) are
assumed to detect vehicles which have not made reservations
so that those vehicles may be considered as human for the
purposes of evaluating the safety of reservation requests. This
scheme allows HVs to pass through a managed intersection,
in much the same way that they do now, while still allowing
CAVs to traverse an intersection in an efficient manner in many
cases.

A. Preliminaries

Modifications to the H-AIM protocol are necessary to
enable its use with adaptive signal timing and actuated signal

Fig. 1. Ring and barrier diagram (top) and an example of the timing for a
simple actuated signal phase with a 19 second time scale (bottom).

functionality, which both introduce complications to reserva-
tion handling. This section discusses those complications and
covers relevant definitions and concepts.

1) Phase Progression: Figure 1 (top) presents a simple ring
and barrier signal diagram. For the purposes of this paper,
each group of phases within a ring, consists of conflicting
turn movements which, if signaled green together (“being
active”), would create unsafe traffic conditions. Thus, within
a single ring, only one phase may be active at a time, though
multiple rings will have an active phase bounded by the same
barriers. As an example, prior to the first barrier in the top
portion of Figure 1, 1a or 1b may be active in concurrence
with either 2a or 2b. However, 1a may not be active while
1b is active. As the associated timer expires, an active phase
within a ring will transition to the next phase (to the right)
in the current ring by appropriately signaling yellow and then
red as the phase transitions. From the right most phase, the
ring will transition back to the left most phase. In the case of
actuated control, arrival of vehicles may extend the time the
light will remain green in increments of up to the preset gap
extension amount until the phase reaches a preset maximum
time. Phase transitions which occur in different rings may
be coordinated but are not necessarily so, except for when
safety is a concern for particular phases (e.g., when left
turns of opposite directions could lead to a collision or when
transitioning across a barrier).

The bottom of Figure 1 shows a simple diagram of the
timing for a signal phase as used in this article. The leftmost
solid portion represents the minimum green time. This is the
minimum time for which the signals of all turning movements
associated with the phase must be green. The minimum time
shown in the example on the bottom of Figure 1 is 5 seconds.
The striped portion with a length of 7 seconds represents
the additional time the signal may remain green if more
vehicles are approaching. The extension is not a requirement
and the signal color may transition to yellow immediately
after the minimum time has elapsed, this is usually the case
if no approaching vehicle is detected. If, however, a vehicle
is detected through some sensor (e.g., an inductive loop
embedded in the roadway), the green time duration will usually
be extended. Importantly, these extensions may not continue
indefinitely as they may starve vehicles with a conflicting
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Fig. 2. Three turning assignment policies for a three-lane road approaching
a four-way intersection with varying degrees of freedom.

direction of travel. Thus, a phase will typically only be
extended at most up to a maximum green time (a total green
time of 12 seconds in Figure 1), at which point no further
activation of sensors will extend the signal for this phase. The
exception to this behavior in this article is when the green time
of a phase in one ring is complete but is “waiting” on another
phase’s green time to complete (e.g., before all rings transition
through a barrier or preventing conflicting concurrent left
turns). In this case, the green time will be artificially extended
while other phases complete. Lastly, a phase’s signal will
transition to yellow for a fixed time (a duration of 4 seconds in
the example in Figure 1), then red for a fixed time (a duration
of 3 seconds in the example in Figure 1) and then the right of
passage will transition to the next phase.

2) Adaptive Signal Timing: This article considers a common
actuated signal timing scheme that is adopted by the U.S.
Department of Transportation Federal Highway Administra-
tion’s 2008 Traffic Signal Timing Manual [9]. This article
bases schedule changes in the actuated controller on Tables
5-6 and 5-10 in the manual.1

Two adaptive timing parameters are considered (1) the
maximum green time for a phase and (2) the gap extension
times. In this paper, these parameters are set according to
Tables 5-6 and 5-10 in the Traffic Signal Timing Manual [9].

3) Green and Active Green Trajectories: As HVs are a
major consideration in the H-AIM protocol, [17] define
trajectories that must be reserved for HVs by IMs as “green”
or “active green”. A green trajectory is a path through the
intersection from an incoming lane which is assigned a green
signal. An active green trajectory is a green trajectory occupied
by an HV or with an incoming HV on the associated incoming
lane. The set of green trajectories that exist within an inter-
section changes as signals progress. Utilizing these definitions
as well as knowledge of the schedule for traffic signals, an IM
must reject CAV reservation requests which conflict with any
active green trajectory.

4) Turning Assignment Policy: As reported in [17], the
performance of a managed intersection is affected by the
allowed turning options in each lane. When considering a four-
way intersection, each incoming lane has between one and
three turning options from the set {left, straight, right}. The
sets of turning actions which are allowed on each incoming
lane are denoted as the turning assignment policy hereafter.
Following Sharon and Stone we define degree of freedom for
a lane as follows.

Definition 1 (Turning Policy Degree of Freedom): Define
degree of freedom for a lane as the number of turning options

1Other dynamic actuation schemes are available [2], [8], [12] and can
potentially work alongside H-AIM. However, adapting H-AIM to fit each
of them is left for future work.

minus one. Define degree of freedom for a turning assignment
policy as the sum of degrees of freedom over all lanes.

A restrictive turning policy is one that has a low degree of
freedom which, in turn, translates to fewer green trajectories.
Policy 0 in Figure 2 is an extreme case, representing the most
restrictive turning policy (0 degrees of freedom). On the other
hand, policy 4 is an extreme case of a liberal turning policy.

Definition 2 (Consistent Turning Policy): A turning assign-
ment policy is said to be consistent if trajectories originating
from the same road never cross each other.

In the representative policy set, turning policy 4 is not
consistent while policies 0 and 2 are. When considering more
than one type of vehicle, different turning policy combinations
might be considered. For instance, we might choose to assign
one turning policy for HVs and a different one to CAVs.

Definition 3 (Consistent Turning Policy Combination): A
set of turning assignment policies are said to be a consistent
combination if no trajectory from one policy crosses any
trajectory from any other policy when both originate from the
same road.

In the representative policy set, {0, 4} is a consistent turning
policy combination (even though 4 is not a consistent policy on
its own). By contrast, {2, 4} is not a consistent turning policy
combination. As [17] note, for safety reasons one shouldn’t
assign an inconsistent policy to HVs. On the other hand,
assigning such a policy to CAVs is reasonable since conflicting
reservations are monitored and prevented by an IM. Sharon
and Stone also point out that assigning inconsistent policy
combinations for CAVs and HVs is safe yet counterproductive
from an efficiency standpoint and should thus be avoided.

III. COMBINING H-AIM WITH ADAPTIVE AND ACTUATED

SIGNAL CONTROL

Part of the H-AIM protocol requires that CAVs call ahead
to make reservations. A consideration of whether to approve a
reservation is based on the status of traffic signals and whether
HVs might enter or be within the intersection during the
requested reservation. When fixed signal timing is considered,
it’s simple and efficient for an IM to “look ahead” to determine
if a CAV’s trajectory will cross any active green trajectory.
However, adaptive and actuated controllers complicate this
process. Specifically, this article assumes that an adaptive
and actuated signal time controller is deployed and used
for coordinating HVs while H-AIM is used concurrently for
coordinating CAVs. In such cases predicting the set of future
green trajectories is challenging due to potentially unforeseen
actuation events. To make matters worse, use of the adaptive
timing scheme means that maximum green times and gap
extension times for different phases may change between
subsequent look ups. Thus, without further modification to
the H-AIM protocol, an IM naively looking ahead based
on the current status of phases might approve reservations
which could lead to a collision. Thus, the behavior of the
H-AIM protocol must be extended to enable compatibility
with actuated and adaptive signal controllers. Like the original
H-AIM protocol, our extended H-AIM protocol makes the
following assumptions.
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1) Human vehicles follow traffic laws, but their trajectory
through an intersection is unknown. That is, a human
vehicle could choose any legal trajectory through the
intersection without informing the IM.

2) An IM running the extended H-AIM protocol has ade-
quate sensing technology allowing it to detect approach-
ing vehicles per lane.

A. Protocol Extension for Actuated Signal Control

Actuated signal control adds uncertainty to phases’ green
interval duration. In practice, the green interval duration can
span any value between the min and max time parameters
affiliated with each phase. Due to this uncertainty and in
order to guarantee safety, a phase must be assumed active,
along with its affiliated green trajectories, at any time step
that might allow it. As a result, when actuated control is
considered, time bound intervals are computed for each phase
and its accompanied green trajectories. For safety reasons,
any trajectory is considered green for the entire time interval.
Algorithm 1 describes how the relevant time intervals are
computed per phase. This algorithm can be used to determine
if a specific phase (and affiliated trajectories) is potentially
active at a given future time. Consequently, multiple calls to
this algorithm can be used to identify future green trajectories
coinciding with a given reservation time. The Compute-Phase

Algorithm 1 Compute-Phase
Input: phase φ; boolean entry, True on entry call.
Output: Early end of the phase, late end of the
phase.
1: if phase immediately precedes a barrier and entry

then
2: return Compute-Barrier(suc(φ))
3: else
4: max ← max phase φ duration
5: min ← min phase φ duration
6: if phase φ is currently active then
7: te, tl ← start of phase
8: else if φ is after a barrier then
9: te, tl ← Compute-Barrier(pre(φ))

10: else
11: te, tl ← Compute-Phase( pre(φ), False)
12: return te + min + clearance, tl + max + clearance

function (Algorithm 1) takes a specific phase and a boolean
designating an entry call to the recursive function. It returns the
earliest end time (number of seconds past now) and latest end
time possible for the given phase following the current cycle
of phase progression. The result combined with knowledge
about the phase (such as phase turning assignment as well
as maximum and minimum phase lengths) can be used to
determine whether a phase is potentially green at a particular
future time.

Proceeding to the line-by-line description, the first line is a
check to determine if the specified phase immediately precedes
a barrier and is the target phase (initial entry call). If the check
returns true, a call is made on line 2 to the Compute-Barrier
function (Algorithm 2) for the succeeding barrier (suc(φ)) in

a forward order and the result of this call is returned. This is
because the end time for this phase is potentially dependent
on the end times of the phases in other rings which lead into
the same barrier. If either the phase which is currently being
examined does not precede a barrier or this is not the entry
call, execution proceeds to line 3. Lines 4 and 5 cache the
maximum amount of time the phase (φ) could last and the
minimum amount of time the phase could last. Line 6 checks
for the stopping condition of the recursion, which is that the
phase being examined (φ) is currently active (assigned right of
passage at the current time). In such cases, line 7 sets te and
tl to the beginning of the phase in preparation for the return
statement on line 12. Variables te and tl represent the earliest
and latest time the phase in question might begin. If the phase
in question (φ) is not currently active, line 8 checks to see if
it falls directly after a barrier. In such cases, Line 9 makes a
call to the Compute-Barrier function (Algorithm 2) and stores
the result in te and tl . Lines 10 and 11 simply handle the
remaining case where a phase precedes the current phase (φ).
Line 13 calculates the earliest and latest end times for the
preceding phase (pre(φ)) and returns them. The clearance
variable is the time of any leg (all red, yellow) between the
end of the green signal of the current phase and beginning of
the next phase.

Algorithm 2 Compute-Barrier

Input: barrier b.
Output: Early end of the barrier, late end of the bar-
rier.
1: te1, tl1 = Compute-Phase(pred(b), 1, False)
2: te2, tl2 = Compute-Phase(pred(b), 2, False)
3: return max(te1, te2), max(tl1, tl2)

Note: This function assumes there are only 2 rings (ring
1 and 2), though a more generalized formulation is
possible.

The Compute-Barrier function (Algorithm 2) takes a barrier
object as input. It returns the earliest and latest potential times
the barrier would be crossed, which coincides with the earliest
and latest times the preceding phases (one per ring) would
end. On lines 2 and 3, the earliest and latest times the phases
preceding the barrier would end if each were considered
independently. The presented pseudocode assumes that there
are only 2 rings, though a more generic formulation is possible
by iterating over an arbitrary number of rings. Line 5 then
handles the possibility of one preceding phase being artificially
extended due to the other preceding phase (on a different ring)
lasting longer.

B. Protocol Extension for Adaptive Signal Timing

Adaptive signal timing, when applied in parallel to H-AIM,
adds uncertainty regarding the signal timing parameters.
Namely, min and max duration per phase (i.e., 2 parameters
per phase). Changing these parameter values even for a single
phase can obsolete time bounds previously computed for green
trajectories by Algorithm 1. As a result, previously approved
reservations might no longer be safe to follow. We suggest
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handling this case by allowing H-AIM to “lock” relevant
timing parameters once they are considered for a safety critical
decision. These parameters can be “unlocked” and updated as
soon as dependent reservations expire. Note that the adaptive
timing protocol is orthogonal to the H-AIM protocol. The
only caveat is that the H-AIM controller can temporarily limit
the ability of the adaptive timing controller to change the
timing parameters for specific phases. Though, the “lock”
commands can theoretically result in permanent locking of
timing parameters if certain restrictions are not imposed.
Suppose some phase φ is considered when evaluating and
approving some future reservation, r1 (i.e., φ will be active
sometime between now and r1). In such a case, the parameters
used for computing the bounds for φ would be locked until
r1 is cleared. Further assume that prior to the clearing of r1 a
new reservation, r2, which relies on φ in the successive cycle,
is approved. As a result, the parameters used for computing
the bounds for φ will not be unlocked until r2 is cleared.
This process can theoretically continue indefinitely, practically
preventing the adaptive parameters used by φ from ever being
unlocked and updated. A simple solution to this issue would be
to bound future reservations to be no further in the future than
the minimum cycle duration (given current parameters) minus
the (current) maximum phase duration. When applying such a
restriction, no reservation that relies on a phase φ in a future
cycle can be approved until after phase φ has terminated,
allowing the parameters for φ to be unlocked and updated
at least once per cycle. This restriction was implemented as
part of our experimental setting that is presented in Section V
by locking phase parameters as vehicles submit reservations
and approach the intersection as well as unlocking phase
parameters when a phase completes.

C. Processing Reservation Requests

Given a reservation request, a controller implementing the
extended H-AIM protocol populates an activation bound table
(ABT) with ‘early’ and ‘late’ activation bounds per phase.
Each entry in the ABT specifies the earliest and latest (relative
to the current time, ‘Now’) that a phase might be active
during the current cycle. These values, for a given timestep,
are calculated using Algorithm 1. For each phase φ, we store
the ‘early’ end time and ‘late’ end time following ‘late end’
and ‘early end’ as returned from Compute-Phase(φ, True).
Specifically, ‘late’ in the ABT is set to be the ‘late end’ while
‘early’ in the ABT is set to max(e − (m(φ) + c), 0) where e
is the ‘early end’ value, m(φ) is the max phase duration for
φ, and c is the clearance time.

After the ABT is populated, the controller follows the origi-
nal H-AIM protocol to determine whether a reservation can be
approved. However, unlike the original protocol, extended H-
AIM designates a trajectory as ‘green’ at time step t+ i if and
only if it is enabled by a phase φ with φ[early] ≥ i ≥ φ[late]
according to the ABT.

D. Safety Considerations

The proposed extended H-AIM protocol results in several
potential safety issues that must be properly addressed. These
issues include the following scenarios.

1) A HV is mistakenly identified as a CAV causing a
misclassification of an active green trajectory as not
being active.

2) CAV impersonating a HV in order to take advantage of a
green light and avoid the need for securing a reservation.

3) Approving a reservation while a potentially conflicting
HV is beyond the current sensing range.

4) An approaching HV changes lane within the detection
range to trigger a new active green trajectory that was
not considered in previously approved reservations.

Note that the extended H-AIM procedure is safe in the
sense that it will never misidentify a HV as a CAV (Issue
#1) since HVs are not assumed to be able to self-identify
as CAVs in front of the IM. In the case of faulty com-
munication or intentional misrepresentation a CAV might be
misidentify a HV (Issue #2) but doing so does not pose a
safety issue. It might, however, hurt efficiency since a green
trajectory might, mistakenly, be considered active. Intentional
misrepresentation can be discouraged if approaching CAVs are
expected to suffer from less delay compared to HVs. In such
cases, a CAV agent seeking to minimize intersection imposed
delays would be incentivized to truthfully report its nature.

A safety violation might occur due to delayed sensing
of approaching HVs (Issue #3). For example, consider a
reservation request, r , which is set to clear the intersection
at time step tclear . Further assume an approaching HV which
triggers a conflicting active green trajectory. That is, the HV is
expected to enter the intersection on a trajectory that intersects
with r prior to tclear . In case where r is submitted for approval
prior to the detection of the incoming HV, it might be approved
leading to a potential conflict. In order to avoid such situations,
the extended H-AIM protocol bounds the time horizon for
future reservations such that all potentially conflicting HVs
are guaranteed to be within sensing range. For instance, when
assuming a 250m downstream sensor on every incoming lane
and that HVs cannot travel at speeds exceeding 90k/h, then
reservations with tclear − ‘Now’ ≥ 10s are considered unsafe
and are always rejected. Safety can also be compromised,
if HVs are allowed to change lanes in close proximity to the
intersection (Issue #4). For this reason HVs must be prohibited
from changing lanes within detection range, e.g., by using a
physical barrier.

IV. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT

Additions to the AIM Simulator (which is the simulator
built for the work leading up to and including [6]) were
made to facilitate the experiments presented in Section V.
The experiments were set to run on real-world data about
specific intersections in Utah, USA. This data was gathered
from the Utah Department of Transportation’s (UDoT or Utah
DOT) Automated Signal Performance Measures (ATSPM)
system [18], as well as other information available from Utah
DOT [19], and GoogleMaps [11]. The modified AIM Sim-
ulator along with benchmark scenarios is publicly available
at https://github.com/Pi-Star-Lab/Improved-H-AIM. The full
technical description along with an example of the relevant
input files are provided in a designated technical report [14].
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V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

This section presents results from a simulation-based study
using the modified version of the AIM Simulator. The goals
of these experiments are three-fold:

1) Study the effectiveness of the original H-AIM protocol
for mixed traffic with an emphasis on low CAV ratios
while using real traffic data.

2) Study the impact of differentiated turning policy assign-
ment (HVs vs. CAVs) in our modeled traffic scenarios.

3) Demonstrate the effectiveness of the extended H-AIM
protocol in combination with actuation and adaptive
signal timing.

A. Experimental Settings

Similar to the experiments presented in [6], results are
reported as averages over 20 simulations per combination of
CAV percentage, signal behavior, and assigned turning policy.
Unlike Dresner and Stone, speed limits are set according to
data gathered about the real intersection being modeled in each
experimental setting. Note that Dresner and Stone considered
a speed limit of 25 meters/second which is uncommonly high
for signaled intersections.

Using readily available data from UDoT’s ATSPM sys-
tem [18], three real intersections in Utah were selected and
modeled for use in each simulation: State St. at 800 North
(#6303), 900 East at 5600 South (#7204), and 5600 West
at 3500 South (#7381). The reported experiments are collected
into two groups. The first group of experiments uses a fixed
signal timing profile and examines the effects of varying
turning policy assignment on delay – the time lost due to
a vehicle not being in motion at full possible speed allowed
by the road. The best and most consistently well performing
turning policy combination for each intersection from this
set of experiments is carried forward into the next group of
experiments in order to examine the performance benefits of
using an adaptive signal timing scheme. Another group of
experiments also compares results with and without signal
actuation enabled. All experiments permit right turns on red
for all turning profiles and disallow permissive left turns on
green.

As a baseline for comparison, the average delay was cal-
culated over 20 runs with 0% CAV rate using actuation and
adaptive timing (which is akin to a manually built schedule
by time of day), and the currently deployed turning policy per
intersection (as reported in Figure 3). This baseline, which rep-
resents conditions similar to what is found in modern intersec-
tions, is contrasted against the average accumulated delay in
each experimental setting. The percentages of vehicles which
spawn as CAVs are varied from 0%-100% in all experiments.
In order to emphasize the performance evaluation on the early
CAV adoption period, this is first done in 10 increments of 1%
(starting at 0%) and then the remainder is done in increments
of 10%. Note that, following [6], [17], we assume the HV
and CAV driving patterns to be similar when approaching
the intersection with the difference that CAVs can obtain
and follow reservations. Under this assumption, the baseline
performance is not influenced by CAV penetration rates.

TABLE I

FIXED TRAFFIC SIGNAL TIMING SETUP (SECONDS PER PHASE) FOR
EACH INTERSECTION BASED ON DEMAND PERCENTAGES, SPLIT AND

SCALED ACROSS THE AVAILABLE GREEN TIME FOR A 120 SECOND

CYCLE. VALUES ARE ROUNDED DOWN TO THE NEAREST HUN-
DREDTH SECOND FROM THE ACTUAL CALCULATED VALUE.

NOTE THAT VALUES IN BOLD ARE SITUATED IN ONE

RING WHILE NON-BOLDED VALUES ARE SITUATED

IN ANOTHER RING FOR THE SAME INTERSECTION

A graphical depiction of the turning policies used in the
simulations can be seen in Figure 3. The variants of turning
policies are chosen as follows.

1) The most restrictive policy (fewest degrees of freedom).
2) The current (or “real”) policy seemingly used by the real

intersection.
3) A permissive policy (most degrees of freedom, only

applicable for CAVs).
Note that there are a few oddities in how the turning policies

vary by intersection. The intersection model for #6303 is
totally symmetric, meaning only one representative direction is
shown for each policy. The restrictive and current policies are
identical when considering #6303 or #7204, and so those poli-
cies are merged and co-labeled for both of those intersections.
#7381 requires a slight modification to its permissive policy
which makes it slightly less permissive than is potentially
possible. This modification is required in order to comply
with the “consistent turning policy combination” (Definition 3)
when pairing with the ‘current’ turning policy. Finally, the per-
missive policy for #6303 is also made slightly less permissive
than possible to keep it consistent with the ‘current’ policy.
Thus, by the definitions presented in Section II-A.4, only
consistent turning policies and turning policy combinations
are considered in the experiments in this article.

The U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway
Administration’s recommendation for a maximum of 120 sec-
onds cycle length for typical intersections [10] was used as
a basis to create the fixed timing plan for each intersection
in Table I. Green timing per phase was allocated propor-
tional to the phase demand based on the respective March 8,
2019 demand profile gathered from UDoT’s ATSPM sys-
tem [18] for each intersection during the 5:00 AM (inclusive)-
8:00 PM (exclusive) time frame. The maximum value of the
demand for straight and right movements was used to calculate
combined straight/through movement proportions. Yellow and
red timing are 4 and 3 seconds, respectively, between all
phases and across all barriers.

B. Turning Policy Variation

A series of results are shown in Figure 4 for each intersec-
tion varying the turning policy assignments. Note that some
data points represent a lower bound due to the simulator being
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Fig. 3. Turning policies used for evaluating intersections #6303, #7204, and #7381. #6303 is entirely symmetrical in terms of turning actions. #7204 and
#7381 both have symmetry in terms of allowed turning actions between the eastbound and westbound roads and also between the northbound and southbound
roads.

Fig. 4. Delay in seconds by CAV percentage using fixed timing for various turning policies. Each graph is labeled with the intersection number and then
2 letters representing the turning policy combination in the order of CAV policy and then HV policy. ‘C’ stands for the current policy in use by the real
intersection, ‘p’ represents a permissive policy, and ‘r’ represents a restrictive policy. Each data point represents the average of the results of 20 trials. Error
bars show 95% confidence intervals of those trials. A baseline with a 95% confidence interval is shown as a horizontal line.

potentially unable to spawn vehicles on full lanes (queue spill-
back), effectively smoothing the arrival rate of vehicles. Our
technical report [14] provides the exact delay values per setting
and lists values that represent a lower bound due to queue
spillbacks. The policy combinations are denoted as a CAV
policy initial then a HV policy initial after the intersection
number for each graph. In Figure 4, turning policy assignment
pairs for HVs and CAVs are varied between the permutations
of restrictive (fewest degrees of freedom) policies; the current
policy used by the real intersection; and a permissive policy
that has the most degrees of freedom, but only for CAVs.
Combinations of turning policy assignments that are restrictive

for CAVs where HVs are not also restricted aren’t considered,
as they would lead to a loss of efficiency (as discussed in
Section II-A.4).

The {Current, Current} policy combination’s performance
for all 3 intersections (seen in the first row of Figure 4) are
quite consistent for each intersection. CAV delays in these
experiments are closely bound to HV delays because CAVs
often get trapped behind HVs, making CAV delay highly
dependent on HV delay. On the right of the middle row,
the {Restrictive, Restrictive} policy combination for #7381
shows a similar pattern to the {Current, Current} combination
for the same intersection, but with higher delay. This is due
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to decreased throughput caused by removing the through
movement in the rightmost lane for the eastbound and west-
bound directions. Also note that all intersections using fixed
timing, including those using the seemingly best performing
combination ({Current, Current}), initially underperform as
compared to the baseline. This is to be expected, as the base-
line employs signal actuation and adaptive signal timing. Fixed
timing schemes, in practice, are inherently inferior to schemes
properly employing actuation and adaptive timing. This result
implies that using the original H-AIM protocol (which requires
fixed time actuation) is counterproductive for intersections
currently applying adaptive and actuated control – at least until
most traffic is composed of CAVs.

Noticeably, #6303 shows a different pattern from the other
intersections with the {Current, Current} profile combination.
Namely, the ‘Combined’ performance trend is concave vs
convex and much gain is not observed for H-AIM early on.
The {Current, Current} combination for #6303 also seems to
be operating closer to its baseline from the start in terms of
delay when compared to #7381 and #7204 with the {Current,
Current} combination. These discrepancies are possibly due
to signal phase order, the number of lanes per road, or some
combination of the two. Left and through phases for the same
direction of travel in #6303 are more often concurrently active
than for #7381 and #7204. This means that vehicles entering
from a specific direction at #6303 are often given a green
light for all turning movements, effectively allowing a single
direction of travel to control the intersection for long periods
of time. This may also contribute to efficient operation for
HVs in high traffic volumes for #6303, limiting the initial
improvement brought on by CAVs. The other potentially
contributing factor is that #6303 has a large number of lanes
per road which means that more green trajectories are likely
to be active at any given time. These factors could potentially
stifle initial reductions in delay obtained by H-AIM with fixed
timing. The {Current, Restrictive} and {Permissive, Restric-
tive} policy combinations for #7381; {Permissive, Current}
policy combination for #7204; and {Permissive, Current} pol-
icy combination for #6303 all show a hump or plateau in terms
of delay. The cause of these trends is potentially a complex
interaction between various parts of the intersection system.
However, there are some known behaviors of CAVs which
are detrimental in terms of delay that contribute to the odd
trends seen in these intersections. Such behaviors, where CAVs
block lanes, should be avoided. See Figures 5(a) and 5(b) for
representative examples of such scenarios that were observed
in simulation. In the example shown in Figure 5(a), HVs are
assigned a stricter turning policy than CAVs (such as in the
case of {Permissive, Restricted}). Vehicle 1 is a CAV and
would like to turn left from the middle lane. Assuming that
a green signal is assigned to the Eastbound and Westbound
roads, Vehicle 1 is blocked from obtaining a reservation due
to an active green trajectory. This active green trajectory is
caused by continually arriving eastbound HVs (Vehicle 2 for
instance). Vehicle 1, being unable to obtain a reservation,
blocks all vehicles behind it from entering the intersection
until the blocking trajectory is no longer active. Until Vehicle
1 is able to proceed, Vehicle 3 would be unable to enter

Fig. 5. (a) An example of a CAV blocking a lane (Vehicle 1) because it
is unable to obtain a reservation due to an active green trajectory. The green
dashed line represents active green trajectory while the red line represents a
path for a reservation which cannot be approved for the CAV. Vehicles 2 and
3 are HVs while Vehicle 1 is a CAV. (b) An example of multiple CAVs
deadlocking (Vehicles 1 and 2) because they are unable to obtain reservations
due to active green trajectories resulting from an IM’s inability to distinguish
between vehicle types at an intersection. The green dashed lines represent
active green trajectories while the red lines represent paths for reservations
which cannot be approved for CAVs. Vehicles 1 and 2 are CAVs while 3 and
4 are HVs.

the intersection. Note that depending on the particular turning
profile, the associated green light may or may not apply to the
turning action that Vehicle 1 is trying to take. This blockage
was observed to be very harmful for an intersection such
as #7204 with the {Permissive, Current} policy combination,
as the only through lane for the eastbound and westbound
roads can be easily blocked by a CAV. This seems to be a
contributing factor to the high CAV delay with low CAV per-
centages for the {Permissive, Current} experiment for #7381.
A similar, but potentially even more detrimental scenario can
be seen in Figure 5(b). Here, both Vehicles 1 and 2 are CAVs
which wish to make a left turn and have been assigned a more
liberal policy than HVs. Thus, the current green signals do
not apply to the CAVs’ desired turning movements. However,
both Vehicles 1 and 2 are trailed by HVs. Because this paper
assumes IMs are only able to determine if there is an incoming
HV on a lane, but not which vehicle is the HV, these two
trailing HVs create active green trajectories which prevent
the CAV on the opposing road from gaining a reservation.
This is a deadlock. Though, the deadlock can be removed
once the traffic signals change and the active green trajectories
are no longer present, provided the intersection is clear. This,
as well as the situation shown in Figure 5(a), can simply be
avoided by assigning identical turning profile combinations
to all vehicle types with the provision that permissive left
turns on green are not permitted. Assigning identical turning
profiles also sidesteps potential safety issues related to the
exact ordering/method an IM may employ to clear this type
of deadlock if the IM were so equipped to be able to identify
the deadlock in the first place.

In order to outline turning policy assignments for which a
deadlock such as the one in Figure 5(b) cannot occur, consider
the cause of the deadlock once more. The deadlock only occurs
when at least 2 CAVs arriving from opposite directions are
both trailed by HVs in the same lane which trigger active green
trajectories that continuously block the desired reservations
for the CAVs. Note that the traffic signal must be green for
both directions for this to happen. There are then 4 possible
configurations which prevent such a deadlock:
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Fig. 6. Graphs of delay in seconds by CAV percentage for both adaptive timing and the combination of adaptive timing and actuation. Each graph is labeled
with the intersection number and then 3–4 letters representing the combination of actuated timing and/or adaptive timing and then turning policy combination
in the order of CAV policy and then HV policy. A single ‘a’ represents adaptive timing only, while 2 represents adaptive timing with actuation. ‘C’ stands
for the current policy in use by the real intersection, ‘p’ represents a permissive policy, and ‘r’ represents a restrictive policy. Each data point represents the
average of the results of 20 trials. Error bars show 95% confidence intervals of those trials. A baseline with a 95% confidence interval is shown as a horizontal
line.

1) The simultaneous triggering of active green trajectories
which block travel by CAVs does not occur due to HVs
being absent for at least one direction of travel which has
a green light. CAVs in this case may be delayed by HVs
crossing the intersection, but will not be deadlocked.

2) HVs do not trail the CAVs at all but are still present.
In this situation the HVs will proceed through the inter-
section on active green trajectories. Thus, no deadlock
will occur. Though, again, CAVs may be delayed as HVs
traverse the intersection.

3) Trivially, CAVs are absent for a direction of travel which
has a green light and so no deadlock can occur.

4) HVs are present and behind CAVs arriving from oppo-
site directions, but no green trajectory from either of the
two active phases crosses any green trajectory from the
other phase. Thus, there is no green trajectory that could
become active to block a CAV’s reservation.

Because an IM cannot practically choose the lanes on which
HVs arrive or when any vehicle arrives, attempting to create
the situations in #1–3 in the list above is impractical. Thus,
#4 should be employed as the target condition to prevent a
deadlock. Note that in the example in Figure 5(b), the green
trajectories associated with allowed CAV turning actions are
not the same as those associated with HV turning actions.
This is what gives rise to the deadlock. If permissive left
turns on green are not allowed, any homogeneous set (i.e.,
CAVs and HVs have the same allowed turning actions) of
safe turning policy combinations will suffice to fulfill the
requirements of #4. This is because no turning policy allowing
green trajectories for human vehicles which intersect with
any other simultaneously active green trajectory is considered

safe or usable. However, if permissive left turns on green
are allowed for a selected turning policy and vehicles may
also proceed straight from the same lanes, this deadlock may
be unavoidable without specific tailoring of signal timing or
addressing this as a special case for IMs employing the H-AIM
protocol.

C. Adaptive Signal Timing With Actuation Variation

Next, performance using adaptive signal timing with and
without actuation is shown. The best and most consistently
well-performing turning profile assignments from the previous
experiment set are used ({Current, Current} for all 3 intersec-
tions). Here, all green times have a minimum of 4 seconds,
but the maximum green times are varied throughout the day.
Gap times are ignored if actuation is disabled. Information on
signal optimization from the U.S. Department of Transporta-
tion Federal Highway Administration’s 2008 Traffic Signal
Timing Manual [9] was used as a basis for the automatic
adjustments (gap times, maximum green times) made during
the simulations.

For all intersections the actuation detection distance was set
to 2 meters (approximately 6 feet). The portion of table 5-10
in the 2008 Traffic Signal Timing Manual corresponding to
3.0 seconds was used in order to determine gap extension times
per phase when applicable. Maximum green signal times were
determined per phase, but are proportioned across all phases
based on their relative demand and table 5-6 in the manual.
However as the through demand is more significant than
the right turning demand for experimental settings, tallying
demand for signals for right movements are merged with
through movements when appropriate in this paper. Key values
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(values used in conjunction to select a value in the table) are
rounded to the nearest key in the appropriate tables. Results
can be seen in Figure 6. The left column shows results for all
3 intersections with adaptive signal timing enabled and actua-
tion disabled. This is an improvement in terms of delay for all
intersections over the fixed timing scheme seen in the experi-
ments in Section V-B. These results are not surprising since a
reasonably configured adaptive signal timing process is better
suited to deal with variations in demand throughout a day
compared to a fixed timing scheme. The fact that the maximum
green times for the phases of traffic signals at an intersection
are tailored to recent demand at any given time results in a
more efficient signal operation which reduces imposed delays.
Nonetheless, all of the extended H-AIM variants in the left
column of Figure 6 still initially underperform when compared
to the baseline. This is, however, to be expected because the
addition of properly configured actuation (which the baseline
uses) is not applied for H-AIM here, as opposed to the results
in the right column. The right column of Figure 6 shows that
adding actuation into the mix results in further improvement
of delay when used along with the extended H-AIM protocol.
On top of efficiently accommodating varying demand with the
adaptive timing, actuation allows an IM to switch phases prior
to waiting the maximum time for each phase in order to avoid
wasting time when few vehicles are present for a particular
direction of travel. These experiments suggest that modern
signal optimization techniques can efficiently be combined
with the extended H-AIM protocol in terms of delay reduction.
Moreover, unlike the original H-AIM protocol, these results
suggest that applying the extended H-AIM protocol as part of
modern intersections is not detrimental for any CAV penetra-
tion level and is mostly beneficial.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Hybrid-AIM (H-AIM), first proposed in [17], is an effi-
cient intersection management protocol capable of operating
in early CAV penetration stages. H-AIM builds on top of
the Autonomous Intersection Management (AIM) protocol
proposed in [6] and can be used in conditions where an IM
is able to sense approaching vehicles as well as fulfill the
assumptions required by AIM. However, H-AIM, and other
subsequent publications, are often demonstrated in simulations
that are based on artificial conditions. This paper, by contrast,
demonstrates use of readily available historical data combined
with information about real intersections to test the efficiency
of H-AIM in simulation. The presented results paint a picture
where H-AIM underperforms commonly used adaptive and
actuated signal controllers for initial/low CAV penetration
rates, and thus suggests the original H-AIM protocol should
not be used in similar situations. Moreover, this paper presents
and discusses uncertainty and safety limitations that prevent
a straightforward integration of H-AIM with actuated signal
controllers. Next, the extended H-AIM protocol is presented.
The extended H-AIM protocol is shown to be a safe and
efficient way to reconcile H-AIM with common actuated signal
controllers. Specifically, the extended H-AIM protocol enables
the determination of when a future signal phase will be poten-
tially active and disallows conflicting trajectories through the

intersection. Additionally, a method by which IMs may safely
consider adjustments to changing phase times throughout the
day (such as is the case with adaptive control) is presented
and discussed. Results from the experimental study support
the following general conclusions:

1. Combinations of similar turning profile policies for CAVs
and HVs provide the most consistent and predictable improve-
ment across varied CAV market penetration percentages for
H-AIM.

2. In contrast to the findings in [17], traffic scenarios that are
based on real-world data suggest that combinations of more
permissive turning profiles for CAVs and more restrictive ones
for HVs are not preferable for H-AIM at low CAV market
penetration percentages. This may be due to delays brought
on by CAVs blocking lanes while waiting for a reservation.

3. Modern signal optimization techniques such as varying
signal parameters by time of day and signal actuation are
seemingly compatible with, and beneficial to, the H-AIM
protocol. This seems to be especially true at low CAV market
penetration percentages.

4. The original H-AIM protocol (with fixed time actuation)
is mostly counterproductive when replacing a modern, adap-
tive and actuated signal controller.

5. The extended H-AIM protocol which coexists with an
adaptive and actuated signal controller is beneficial in most
cases and was not observed to be counterproductive.

Future extensions to work on the H-AIM protocol include
development of a more precise method of dealing with uncer-
tainty of signal timing, consideration of pedestrians by the
protocol, variations on actuation such as skippable phases,
the potential of changing turning profile combinations based
on CAV market penetration percentages or other applicable
factors, implementation of early gap out functionality which
terminates a green light when no HV is close to entering
the intersection, studies into different IM reservation approval
policies, and evaluation on a physical test bed with preferably
real vehicles.
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